I have received numerous reader responses to last week’s column about the purchase of American real estate by Chinese nationals. Since there are probably other readers with the same questions, I thought I’d take yet another week to write about this topic.

My good friend Steve Stevens suggested that poor air quality in China’s big cities might be driving the wealthy to emigrate—mostly to rural China, but many to foreign countries with cleaner air and blue skies. Steve shared a New York Times article on this growing trend. (Nov 23, “Urbanites flee China’s smog for blue skies.”)

Another reader asked whether we should worry about such immigrants, in sufficient numbers, controlling our government. The short answer is that they get to pay property taxes, but they can’t vote unless they become American citizens. Because I mentioned large-scale purchase of single family homes by REITs — Real Estate Investment Trusts which have traditionally purchased commercial or multi-family properties—in the same article with my decision to start listing homes on a Chinese website, one reader thought I was talking about an invasion of foreign nationals buying Jeffer homes. That is an entirely separate matter, and most of those REITs are American investors looking to own single family rental properties, not foreign nationals buying homes “by the hundreds” to live in. And those large-scale purchases of single family homes by REITs will by necessity be spread out over entire metro areas and are limited to homes which “cash flow,” making them good rental properties.

How will Chinese buyers finance their U.S. real estate purchases? They will pay cash, because one of their motives is to move cash out of China for fear of future actions or policies by the Chinese government. The euphemism for this motivation is “wealth security.”

In this regard, perhaps you’ve heard that there’s a growing middle class in China with rising expectations. You see this in their air pollution due to purchasing so many cars. As a result, China is gradually losing its allure as a place to manufacture goods inexpensively. Chinese business owners are beginning to move their manufacturing operations out of China—mostly to elsewhere in Asia, but in some cases to the United States, especially when their clients are U.S. companies. As they bring these jobs to America, the owners also want to live here.

Will they push up the values of our real estate? Yes, but no more than immigrants from California, New York and other sections of our country who see our housing prices as affordable by comparison.

Will they occupy these homes full-time, part-time or keep them as rentals? Probably a mix of all three—again, just like Californians or New Yorkers who buy here.

What happens when they sell? If they are not moving within Colorado, the closing company will withhold a portion of their proceeds to be applied toward capital gains tax based on the Colorado tax returns they file the following year.

Are Realtors just being greedy by going after Chinese cash buyers? These buyers are already coming to Colorado and asking us to show them homes for sale. Reaching out to these buyers — as we would to others — using Internet marketing serves sellers, not just their agents.

Happy Thanksgiving! Here Are Some Things We’re Thankful For

◊ Thank you, Denver Post (and 5 Jeffco weeklies), for making it affordable to advertise in this manner—writing my own column on deadline each week— and for including YourHub in the Post’s “Digital Replica Edition” for those of us who like to read newspapers on our computers.

◊ Thank you, regular readers, for your feedback on individual columns—and for constituting 90% of my client base. That includes those who subscribe to my blog, getting email alerts on each submission. You, too, can subscribe at www.JimSmithBlog.com.

◊ Thank you, dear clients — not just those who bring us “easy” transactions, but also those who give us the opportunity to learn from difficult transactions, or no transaction at all!

◊ Thank you, Realtor associations — local, state and national—for tracking real estate issues and for lobbying to protect Americans’ property rights.

◊ Thank you, Regional Air Quality Council, for the grant enabling Golden to install two EV charging stations in our parking lot. I look forward to attracting “green” agents with free fueling of their electric cars!

◊ Thank you, my eight broker associates and office assistant, for helping our company fulfill its potential in this crazy real estate market! You’re the best! I enjoy mentoring and growing with you!